CDS
(b)(3):10 USC 424,(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i)

HEAD
R 092240Z OCT 87
FM JCS WASHINGTON DC
INFO RUENAA/CNO WASHINGTON DC
RUFAHQA/CSAF WASHINGTON DC
(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i)

RUFAHQA/CSAF WASHINGTON DC
RUFAAIA/CIA WASHINGTON DC
RUFEHC/SECSTATE WASHINGTON DC
RUFEAMCC/CMC CC WASHINGTON DC
RUFEHIA/DINSA FT GEORGE G MEADE MD
RUFEACMC/CMC WASHINGTON DC
(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i)

RUFAALGX/SAFE
(b)(3):10 USC 424

R 092125Z OCT 87
(b)(3):10 USC 424

TO RUKEKJCS/DIA WASHDC
RUFE0HAI/USCINC Quarry Heights PN/
INFO RUFEADWD/DA WASHDC/ BT
(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i)

CONTROLS
SECRET SECTION 01 OF 02
(b)(3):10 USC 424

(b)(3):10 USC 424

BODY
(b)(3):10 USC 424

COUNTRY: (U) ARGENTINA (AR)
SUBJECT: (b)(3):10 USC 424 SEINELDIN SUPPORT GROUP
- FORMED ( )
WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFO REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTEL
(b)(3):10 USC 424
CDS
(b)(3):10 USC 424,(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i)

HEADER
R 092240Z OCT 87
FM JCS WASHINGTON DC
INFO RUENAAA/CNO WASHINGTON DC
RUEAHQA/CSAF WASHINGTON DC
RUEDADA/b(3):50 USC 3024(i)
RUEAHQA/CSAF WASHINGTON DC/
RUEAI/A/CIA WASHINGTON DC
RUEHC /SECSTATE WASHINGTON DC
RUEAMCC/CMC CC WASHINGTON DC
RUEETIAH/DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE MD
RUEACMC/CMC WASHINGTON DC
RUEAI/JU/NPIC WASHINGTON DC/[(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i)
RUEETIAQ/MPC FT GEORGE G MEADE MD
RUEALGX/SAFE
(b)(3):10 USC 424

R 092125Z OCT 87
(b)(3):10 USC 424

TO RUEKJCS/DIA WASHDC
RUEOEHA/USCINCSO QUARRY HEIGHTS PN/
INFO RUENADB/WASHDC/
(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i)
BT
CONTROLS
(b)(3):10 USC 424
SECRET SECTION 02 OF 02
(b)(3):10 USC 424
(b)(3):10 USC 424

BODY
(b)(3):10 USC 424

COUNTRY: (U) ARGENTINA (AR)
SUBJECT: (b)(3):10 USC 424 SEINELDIN SUPPORT GROUP
GOVERN THE COUNTRY OR CARRY OUT A COUP.
(b)(3):1.4 (c)
COMMENT: 1. QUINTANA IS ASSIGNED TO III ARMY CORPS STAFF, EXACT POSITION IS UNKNOWN. ANDRADE IS ASSIGNED TO THE FINANCE DIRECTORATE. HE USED TO BE VICE PRESIDENT OF TAMSE (TANQUE ARGENTINO MEDIANO, SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO). HE HAS TRAVELED EXTENSIVELY THROUGHOUT THE MIDDLE EAST, EQUIVALENT IN THE FINANCE DIRECTORATE.

HAVE MANY COMMON POINTS AND SEINELDIN HAS BEEN AN INSTRUCTOR OF MOST OF THE CAPTAINS AND MAJORS. HIS HEROISM IN THE MALVINAS IS LEGENDARY IN THE ARGARM AND THE ARGARM IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR ITS HERO. IT SEEMS LOGICAL THE MIDDLE GRADES WOULD MOVE FROM RICO TO SEINELDIN.

3. HOW CARIDI REACTS TO QUINTANA AND THE "JUNTA DE CORONELES" IS CONJECTURE. TO DATE THERE HAVE BEEN NO INDICATIONS. THE CARIDI-DOMINGUEZ ENCOUNTER MAY BE TRUE AS THERE APPEARS TO BE NO LOVE LOST BETWEEN CARIDI AND DOMINGUEZ. RENES WAS SANCTIONED BY CARIDI FOR HAVING "LONG HAIR" BUT THE TRUE OFFENSE WAS RENES' SPEECH THAT JUSTIFIED DISOBEYING ORDERS.